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Diagnostic accuracy of EUS in differentiating mucosal versus
submucosal invasion of superficial esophageal cancers: a systematic
review and meta-analysis
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Background: The prognosis of esophageal cancer (EC) depends on the depth of tumor invasion and lymph
node metastasis. EC limited to the mucosa (T1a) can be treated effectively with minimally invasive endoscopic
therapy, whereas submucosal (T1b) EC carries relatively high risk of lymph node metastasis and requires surgical
resection.

Objective: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of EUS in differentiating T1a EC from T1b EC.

Design: We performed a comprehensive search of MEDLINE, SCOPUS, Cochrane, and CINAHL Plus databases
to identify studies in which results of EUS-based staging of EC were compared with the results of histopathology
of EMR or surgically resected esophageal lesions. DerSimonian-Laird random-effects model was used to estimate
the pooled sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratio, and a summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC)
curve was created.

Setting: Meta-analysis of 19 international studies.

Patients: Total of 1019 patients with superficial EC (SEC).

Interventions: EUS and EMR or surgical resection of SEC.

Main Outcome Measurements: Sensitivity and specificity of EUS in accurately staging SEC.

Results: The pooled sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative likelihood ratio of EUS for T1a staging were 0.85
(95% CI, 0.82-0.88), 0.87 (95% CI, 0.84-0.90), 6.62 (95% CI, 3.61-12.12), and 0.20 (95% CI, 0.14-0.30), respectively. For
T1b staging, these results were 0.86 (95% CI, 0.82-0.89), 0.86 (95% CI, 0.83-0.89), 5.13 (95% CI, 3.36-7.82), and 0.17
(95% CI, 0.09-0.30), respectively. The area under the curve was at least 0.93 for both mucosal and submucosal lesions.

Limitations: Heterogeneity was present among the studies.

Conclusion: Overall EUS has good accuracy (area under the curve �0.93) in staging SECs. Heterogeneity among
the included studies suggests that multiple factors including the location and type of lesion, method and
frequency of EUS probe, and the experience of the endosonographer can affect the diagnostic accuracy of EUS.
(Gastrointest Endosc 2012;75:242-53.)
Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; DOR,
diagnostic odds ratio; EC, esophageal cancer; ESD, endoscopic submu-
cosal dissection; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PLR, positive likelihood
ratio; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; SEC, superficial esophageal can-
cer; SROC, summary receiver operating characteristic.
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Thosani et al Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer
Esophageal cancer (EC) is a devastating disease with a
significant impact on patients’ lives and health-care sys-
tems worldwide. From 1973 to 2002, incidence of esoph-
ageal adenocarcinoma has increased fourfold.1 EC with
nfiltration limited to the mucosa or submucosa is defined
s superficial EC (SEC). With a widespread increase in the
urveillance of patients with Barrett’s esophagus and im-
rovement in the endoscopic technologies in the form of
arrow-band imaging, chromoendoscopy, and high-
agnification and confocal endoscopy, SEC is being diag-
osed with increasing frequency. Prognosis of EC depends
n the depth of tumor invasion and lymph node metasta-
is.2 There is a strong relationship between the depth of

tumor invasion and lymph node metastasis in SEC. SEC
involving only mucosa (T1a) has less than a 5% to 9%
chance of metastasis compared with a 19% to 44% chance
of lymph node metastasis with SEC invading the submu-
cosa (T1b).3-5

Preoperative correct staging is extremely important
because T1a SEC can be effectively treated with minimally
invasive endoscopic treatment as opposed to T1b SEC that
is treated as advanced EC.6,7 Because the noninvasive
maging modalities like CT and magnetic resonance imag-
ng lack the ability to clearly differentiate the layers of the
sophageal wall, EUS has become the investigation of
hoice for staging ECs. Recently, the accuracy of the EUS
as been questioned by several authors, and EMR has
een suggested as the investigation of choice as a first step
n the diagnosis and staging of the SEC.8-10 The aim of the
urrent study was to evaluate the accuracy of EUS in
ifferentiating mucosal and submucosal SEC.

METHODS

Search strategy
The systemic review was performed by using the de-

veloped guidelines for conducting a systematic review.11

We searched MEDLINE (PubMed and Ovid from 1980 to
June 2010), SCOPUS (Consisting of MEDLINE and Embase
databases), Cochrane Database of Systemic Reviews,
Google scholar, and CINAHL Plus databases. A systemic
literature search was performed by using several search
terms: (A) esophageal cancer, EUS; (B) esophageal cancer,
EUS, T1; (C) EUS, superficial esophageal cancer; (D) esoph-
agus, cancer, ultrasound, probe. We also screened the
reference list of all of the selected articles for any potential
related articles that were not identified by the initial
search. Our search was restricted to human subjects. The
studies in Japanese language were translated into English
by an independent translator. Two reviewers (N.T. and
H.S.) independently screened the titles and abstracts of all
of the articles according to predefined inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria. We resolved differences by discussion
with 2 reviewers (M.S.B and S.G.). The final complete
report of all selected articles was then retrieved and re-

viewed by the same 2 reviewers (N.T. and H.S.).

www.giejournal.org V
nclusion criteria
The study population consisted of patients with esoph-

geal lesions suspicious for EC or confirmed EC based on
ndoscopic biopsy and imaging studies like EUS, CT scan,
nd MRI. The intervention was EUS for EC.

Acceptable criterion standards included final pathologic
taging per histologic evaluation of EMR or surgically re-
ected specimen.

The acceptable study designs were either retrospective
r prospective studies in which staging results of individ-
al esophageal lesions by EUS were compared with the
esults of a criterion standard as defined above.

The outcome consisted of the reporting of results in
ufficient detail to allow reconstruction of a diagnostic 2 �
table (true positive, false positive, true negative, and

alse negative).

xclusion criteria
We excluded case reports and case series, studies that

id not provide sufficient data for reconstruction of a
iagnostic 2 � 2 table, and studies that included m3-sm1
taging because we were not able to separate them in the
ucosal or submucosal category. We also excluded stud-

es in which the total number patients or lesions was fewer
han 15 that had both EUS and EMR/surgery available for
omparison. All SECs in which lymph node suspicious for
etastasis (�1 cm in size) detected during EUS were also

xcluded from the study.

ata abstraction
From the selected studies, 2 independent reviewers

N.T. and H.S) extracted the following data and placed
hem on standardized data forms (in Microsoft Excel, Mi-
rosoft Corporation, Redmond, Wash):

Study characteristics: design, country, year of publica-
tion, setting, sample size, clinical context, and criterion
standard
Demographic characteristics: mean age, proportion of
male and female patients
Interventions: manufacture and operating frequencies
of endoscope and/or probe, number of EUS procedures
done, number of EMRs done, number of surgeries done
Outcomes: number of true-positive, true-negative,
false-positive, and false-negative values for T1a and

Take-home Message

● The results of this meta-analysis support the use of EUS
for staging of suspected superficial esophageal cancer,
which can further direct the therapeutic management of
these patients. However, clinicians must be aware of the
performance limitation of this tool based on different
cancer types and the location of the cancer.
T1b staging
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Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer Thosani et al
Quality criteria
Current quality assessment guidelines focus on ran-

domization, selection bias of the arms in the study, con-
cealment of allocation, and blinding of outcome to evalu-
ate the quality of the clinical trials with the control arm.12

There is no consensus or criteria to evaluate the quality of
the studies without a control arm.12 Almost all of the
studies focusing on the accuracy of EUS in differentiating
mucosal from submucosal esophageal lesions were either
retrospective or prospective studies without a control arm.
Therefore, for this systematic review and meta-analysis,
we selected studies based on our predefined inclusion and
exclusion criteria and completeness of data reporting in
the studies.

Statistical Analysis
Based on comparison of EUS diagnosis with final his-

topathological diagnosis by EMR or surgical resection, we
constructed 2 � 2 statistical tables for both mucosal and
submucosal lesions for each study. Where 0 counts oc-
curred in at least 1 cell of study data, a continuity correc-
tion of 0.5 was added to every value for that study to make
the calculation of sensitivity and specificity. Based on the
2 � 2 statistical tables, we calculated the true-positive,
false-positive, true-negative, and false-negative values for
T1a and T1b staging by EUS. Meta-Disc version 1.4 statis-
tical software (Meta-Disc, Unit of Clinical Biostatistics
Team of the Roman y Cajal Hospital, Madrid, Spain) was
used to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive likeli-
hood ratio (PLR), negative LR (NLR), diagnostic accuracy,
and diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) (PLR/NLR) for T1a and
T1b staging for each study.13 We used the DerSimonian-
Laird random-effects model to pool together final sensitiv-
ity, specificity, PLR, NLR, and DOR.14 Forest plots were
rawn to show the point estimates in each study in relation
o the summary pooled estimates. A summary receiver
perating characteristic curve (SROC) was constructed
ased on the Moses-Shapiro-Littenberg method.15 An

SROC is similar in principle to a standard receiver operat-
ing characteristic curve for a single study, except that the
data points for the SROC curve are obtained from the
values of sensitivity and specificity in the individual stud-
ies in the meta-analysis. As with the area under the curve
(AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic curve, the AUC
of an SROC is a measure of the overall performance of a
diagnostic test to accurately differentiate those with and
those without the condition of interest.15 A preferred test
has an AUC close to 1, and a poor test has an AUC close to
0.5.16 Q* index was calculated as per Moses-Shapiro-
Littenberg method.15 Q* index is defined by the point
where sensitivity and specificity are equal, which is the
point closest to the ideal top-left corner of the SROC
space.15 The Fisher exact test was used to test the signifi-
cance between the underdiagnosis and overdiagnosis
rates of EUS for squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and ade-

nocarcinoma. Heterogeneity was assessed by using �2 I

244 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY Volume 75, No. 2 : 2012
tatistics, I2 measure of inconsistency, and Cochran’s Q
est.17-19 The �2 test, with a df � number of studies � 1,
as used to assess the observed differences in study re-

ults that were compatible with chance alone or not. A P
alue �.05 (or a large �2 statistics relative to the df) was
onsidered evidence of heterogeneity rather than chance.
2 index describes the percentage of total variations across
tudies that are attributed to heterogeneity rather than
hance. Generally, an I2 index of 25%, 50%, and 75%
epresents low, moderate, and high heterogeneity, respec-
ively.17 The homogeneity of the likelihood ratio and DOR
ere tested by using Cochran’s Q test based on inverse
ariance weights.18 We did 7 subgroup analyses: (1) stud-
es from Japan, (2) studies outside Japan, (3) studies
ocusing on SCC, (4) studies focusing on adenocarci-
oma, (5) studies using only radial scanning EUS, (6)
tudies using a high-frequency probe (�15 MHz), and
7) studies from Japan using a high-frequency mini-
robe to further explore the heterogeneity. We also
erformed a meta-regression analysis by adding cova-
iates to the SROC model per the Moses-Shapiro-
ittenberg method and calculated the relative DOR of
he corresponding covariables.15

The robustness of the meta-analysis to the publica-
ion bias was assessed by various bias indicators, in-
luding the Egger and Fail-safe N tests, and the trim-
nd-fill method.20,21 Funnel plots were constructed to
valuate the publication bias by using the standard error
nd DOR.22,23 Analysis was done by using the comprehen-
ive Meta-analysis version 2.0 (Biostat, Englewood, NJ).
or all statistical methods used in the meta-analysis, P �
05 was regarded as significant. There were no corrections
ade to P values even though there were multiple testings
f meta-analytic outcome data arising from individual
tudies because the purpose of the research was to esti-
ate key meta-analytic statistics and to highlight any po-

ential differences. Also, some statistical tests were per-
ormed on data aggregated from individual studies, not by
sing meta-analytic methods, and these findings should
lso be taken as descriptive.

ESULTS

iterature search
A total of 1057 titles and/or abstracts were initially

dentified by using the search strategy. Of them, 951 were
xcluded by 2 independent reviewers (N.T. and H.S.) after
reliminary review of titles and abstracts, which left 106
rticles for detailed evaluation. Of these, 87 articles/studies
ailed to meet the predefined inclusion criteria: 38 focused
n T1 to T4 staging and lymph node metastasis, 19 were
ase reports and case series, 12 were review articles, 8
rticles had insufficient details to construct 2 � 2 tables, 6
tudies compared m3-sm1, 1 study was in vitro study, and
n 3 studies the total number of patients was fewer than 15.

n total, 19 studies were selected for this meta-analysis.24-42

www.giejournal.org
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Thosani et al Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer
The study selection process is shown in Figure 1. There
were 12 studies from Japan,24-32,34,35,37, 2 studies from the

nited States,33,39 2 studies from Germany,38,40 and 1 study
each from Italy,41 France,42 and the Netherlands.36 There

ere 12 prospective studies24,28-33,35,38-41 and 7 retrospec-
ive studies.25-27,34,36,37,42 In total, 1019 patients had diag-
nostic EUS and also had a final diagnosis in terms of
mucosal or submucosal invasion by histopathology of
either an EMR or surgical specimen. The study character-
istics of the included studies are shown in Table 1.

EUS method
Diagnostic EUS was performed in most of the studies

with a radial scanning echoendoscope, including GF-
UM130, GF-UM2O GF-UM2, GF-UM3, GFUM200, and GIF-
2T100 (Olympus America, Inc, Melville, NY). (Probes were
used in some studies, including Sp101 [linear], SP-501
[linear and radial], SP-501 [Fuji Photo Optical Co, Ltd,
Omiya, Japan]; US probes MP-PN15–08M, UM-3R-2 [Olym-
pus America]; Sp701 [Fuji Photo Optical Co, Ltd]; and mini-
probes UM-BS20-26R, UM-S30-20R, UM-3R [Olympus].)

Meta-analysis
Diagnostic accuracy. Figure 2 shows the Forest plots

f sensitivity, specificity, PLR, and NLR of EUS for T1a
taging. Similarly, Figure 3 shows the Forest plots of sen-

sitivity, specificity, PLR, and NLR of EUS for T1b staging.
Point estimates were plotted with 95% confidence inter-
vals (CIs) for each cohort. The pooled sensitivity and

Figure 1. Flow diagram o
specificity of EUS for T1a staging were 0.85 (95% CI, l

www.giejournal.org V
.82-0.88) and 0.87 (95% CI, 0.84-0.90), respectively. Sim-
larly, the PLR and NLR were 6.62 (95% CI, 3.61-12.12) and
.20 (95% CI, 0.14-0.30), respectively. For T1b staging, EUS
ad a sensitivity of 0.86 (95% CI, 0.82-0.89), a specificity of
.86 (95% CI, 0.83-0.89), a PLR of 5.13 (95% CI, 3.36-7.82),
nd an NLR of 0.17 (95% CI, 0.09-0.30). The P value for �2

eterogeneity for all pooled estimates was �.05.
Results for the subgroup analysis for (1) Japanese stud-

es, (2) studies outside Japan, (3) studies focusing of SCC,
4) studies focusing on adenocarcinoma, (5) studies using
nly radial scanning EUS, (6) studies using a high-
requency mini-probe, and (7) studies from Japan using a
igh-frequency mini-probe are shown in detail in Table 2.
or both mucosal and submucosal staging, the studies
rom Japan had a DOR almost 7.3 times higher than that of
he studies outside Japan. Also the CIs for DORs for both
ubgroups did not overlap, suggesting significant differ-
nce. We also performed meta-regression analysis to si-
ultaneously evaluate multiple covariates in the same

nalysis. The outcomes of the regression analysis as the
elative DOR are shown in Table 3. In summary, the
ountry of the study, Japan versus studies outside Japan,
as associated with higher relative DOR. The disease type
nd the EUS method were not statistically significant in the
egression model. We also pooled the results of studies
ocusing on SCC and adenocarcinoma to evaluate for un-
erstaging and overstaging rates of EUS for SCC and ade-
ocarcinoma. Overall, EUS accurately staged 143 of 170

study selection process.
esions (84%) with adenocarcinoma and 75 of 93 lesions

olume 75, No. 2 : 2012 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY 245
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Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer Thosani et al
(81%) with SCC. For adenocarcinoma, EUS understaged 12
of 170 (7%) and overstaged 15 of 170 lesions (9%) while
evaluating for submucosal invasion. For SCC, EUS under-
staged 14 of 93 (15%) and overstaged 4 of 93 lesions (4%)
while evaluating for submucosal invasion. When compar-
ing adenocarcinoma and SCC by using the Fisher exact
test, the 2-sided P values for understaging and overstaging
rates were 0.038 and 0.175, respectively. The overall ac-
curacy of EUS was further explored by drawing SROC
curves and finding the AUC (Fig. 4). For T1a and T1b
staging, EUS had an AUC of 0.93 for all 19 studies and an
AUC of 0.97 for all Japanese studies. For SCC and Barrett’s
esophagus–related early adenocarcinoma for T1a and T1b
staging, the AUC values were 0.96 and 0.94, respectively.

The funnel plots for publication bias are shown in
Figure 5. The Egger test for publication bias was statisti-
cally significant for both T1a (P � .001) and T1b (P �
.001). The fail-safe N test indicated that for the combined

TABLE 1. Characteristics of included studies

Index Authors/y/country Study type
EUS frequen

MHz

1 Murata et al/1988/Japan Retrospective 7.5, 10

2 Kouzu et al/1992/Japan Retrospective 7.5, 20

3 Toh et al/1993/Japan Retrospective 7.5, 12

4 Yoshikane et al/1994/Japan Prospective 7.5, 12

5 Simizu et al/1995/Japan Prospective 7.5, 12, 20

6 Murata et al/1996/Japan Prospective 15, 20

7 Yanai et al/1996/Japan Prospective 20

8 Shinkai et al/2000/Japan Prospective 7.5, 12, 15,

9 Fukuda et al/2000/Japan Prospective 12, 20

10 Scotiniotis et al/2001/USA Prospective 7.5-12

11 Kawano et al/2003/Japan Retrospective 20

12 Yanai et al/2003/Japan Prospective 12, 20

13 Buskens et al/2004/the
Netherlands

Retrospective 7.5, 12, 20,

14 Arima et al/2004/Japan Retrospective 20

15 May et al/2004/Germany Prospective 20

16 Larghi et al/2005/USA Prospective 7.5, 20

17 Pech et al/2006/Germany Prospective 7.5, 12.5, 2

18 Rampado et al/2008/Italy Prospective 20

19 Chemaly et al/2008/France Retrospective 20, 30

NS, Not specified; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; AC, adenocarcinoma.
2-tailed P value to no longer be significant (P � .05), it l

246 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY Volume 75, No. 2 : 2012
ould take an additional 1113 studies for T1a and 1122
tudies for T1b with no significant findings. By using the
andom-effects model, the DORs and 95% CI for the com-
ined studies for T1a and T1b were 40.64 (95% CI, 18.55-
9.04) and 39.62 (95% CI, 18.38-85.42), respectively. After
djusting for the publication bias with the trim-and-fill
ethod, the imputed DORs for T1a and T1b were 13.49

95% CI, 5.85-31.09) and 13.46 (95% CI, 5.93-30.58),
espectively.

ISCUSSION

In EC, the survival is greatly dependent on the stage
t diagnosis, with a 5-year survival rate of greater than
0% with stage 1 disease, but only around 10% for stage
disease.43 Surgery with curative intent is considered

he criterion standard treatment for resectable EC.44 The
urrent European Society of Medical Oncology guide-

EUS method
Disease

type
Sample

size
Confirmatory

study

Radial NS 52 Surgery

Radial and mini-probe NS 101 Surgery

Radial NS 26 Surgery

Radial NS 26 Surgery and EMR

Radial and/or mini-probe NS 40 Surgery

Mini-probe NS 49 Surgery and EMR

Mini probe SCC 17 Surgery and EMR

Radial and/or mini-probe SCC 50 Surgery and EMR

Mini-probe NS 25 Surgery

Radial AC 22 Surgery

Mini-probe NS 96 Surgery and EMR

Mini-probe SCC 26 Surgery and EMR

Radial and/or mini-probe AC 45 Surgery

Mini-probe NS 91 Surgery

Mini-probe SCC and
AC

93 Surgery and EMR

AC 48 Surgery and EMR

Radial and mini-probe AC 55 Surgery and EMR

Mini-probe SCC and
AC

55 Surgery and EMR

Mini-probe SCC and
AC

102 Surgery and EMR
cies,

20

30

0

ine recommends surgery as the treatment of choice in

www.giejournal.org
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Thosani et al Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer
early EC (T1a).45 Esophageal surgery has a 30-day mor-
ality rate between 3% and 13% and a morbidity rate as
igh as 40% to 50%.44,46,47 The mortality rate after esoph-
gectomy increases to more than 20% in low-volume
enters (�5 esophagectomies per year) compared with
ational cancer institution hospitals and high-volume
enters.48-50 Secondary to high surgical morbidity and
ortality, in past 2 decades, minimally invasive endo-

copic therapy such as photodynamic therapy, argon
lasma coagulation, EMR, and endoscopic submucosal
issection (ESD) has been investigated as treatment
ptions for SEC limited to the mucosa. Compared with
hotodynamic therapy and argon plasma coagulation,
MR and ESD allow histological assessment of resected
pecimens to assess for depth of tumor invasion, tumor-
ree margins, lymphatic and venous invasion, and grade

Figure 2. Pooled sensitivity (A), specificity (B), positive likelihood ratio
of the each circle is proportional to the sample size for each study, and
CI) for that study. For the pooled analysis, the diamond indicates the po
5% CI for the analysis.
f differentiation. EMR has a significantly low morbidity c

www.giejournal.org V
ate (1%-3%) and mortality rate (0%) and preserves the
rgan and quality of life.6,7 Preoperative differentiation
f mucosal (T1a) and submucosal (T1b) invasion re-
ains the most important question for the gastroenter-
logist, oncologist, and thoracic surgeon in deciding the
est treatment option for patients with SEC.
Over the past several decades, staging accuracy of EUS

as been studied in depth for EC. Compared with CT,
hich is the most commonly used imaging technique for

taging most cancers, EUS has very high sensitivity and
pecificity for EC and its locoregional metastasis.51,52 In
ast 2 decades, there have been many studies focusing on
he accuracy of EUS in staging of SEC. The accuracy of EUS
aried from as low as 33% to as high as 85% in staging
ubmucosal EC.24-42 Few studies reported that EUS under-
iagnosed submucosal invasion in 12.5% to 67% of

) (C), and negative likelihood ratio (NLR) (D) for T1a staging. The size
orizontal lines through the circles indicate the 95% confidence interval
value and the right and left ends of the vertical dashed bar indicate the
(PLR
the h
oled
ases.24-42 We conducted this systematic review and meta-

olume 75, No. 2 : 2012 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY 247
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Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer Thosani et al
analysis with the intent to evaluate the accuracy of EUS in
staging SEC and to find factors that might explain hetero-
geneity among different studies.

Our meta-analysis shows that EUS has a pooled sensi-
tivity of 0.85 (95% CI, 0.82-0.88) for T1a (mucosal) staging
and 0.86 (95% CI, 0.82-0.89) for T1b (submucosal) staging.
Similarly for both stages, EUS has a specificity of approx-
imately 86% to 87%. The DOR is defined as the odds of
having a positive test result in a patient with true disease
compared with a patient who does not have the disease.
EUS has a high DOR for mucosal (DOR 40) and submu-
cosal (DOR 39) staging. The PLR is a measure of how well
the test identified the disease, and the NLR assesses how
well the same test performs in excluding the disease.
Likelihood ratios greater than 10 and less than 0.1 provide
strong evidence to rule a diagnosis in or rule out, respec-
tively.53 For EUS, the PLR and NLR were 6.62 (95% CI,

Figure 3. Pooled sensitivity (A), specificity (B), positive likelihood ratio
f the each circle is proportional to the sample size for each study, and
CI) for that study. For the pooled analysis, the diamond indicates the po
5% CI for the analysis.
3.61-12.12) and 0.20 (95% CI, 0.14-0.30) for T1a staging E

248 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY Volume 75, No. 2 : 2012
nd 5.13 (95% CI, 3.36-7.82), and 0.17 (95% CI, 0.09-0.30)
or T1b staging, respectively.

SROC curves were constructed by using the Moses-
hapiro-Littenberg method.15 The symmetrical curve
hows a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. An
UC of 1 for any test indicates that the test is excellent.
US has AUC value of 0.93 for both T1a (mucosal) and T1b
submucosal) staging. We also performed subgroup anal-
sis to further explore heterogeneity. We found that a
ubgroup of Japanese studies had higher a sensitivity,
pecificity, PLR, and DOR and lower NLR compared with a
eta-analysis of all studies and a subgroup of studies
erformed outside Japan. The first reported study from
apan focusing on the staging of SEC was published in 1988,
nd the first study outside Japan was published in 2001. Both
he subgroup analysis and the meta-regression analysis
evealed a statistically significant difference in accuracy of

) (C), and negative likelihood ratio (NLR) (D) for T1b staging. The size
orizontal lines through the circles indicate the 95% confidence interval
value, and the right and left ends of the vertical dashed bar indicate the
(PLR
the h
oled
US between studies done in Japan and those done out-

www.giejournal.org
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Thosani et al Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer
side Japan. These conflicting findings may be related to
the overall volume of the patients, operator experience,
and type of the lesions. However, none of the studies in
this meta-analysis reported operator experience, so we
were not able to perform any further statistical analysis.
Because of a significant learning curve, accuracy of EUS
directly correlates with the experience of the endosonog-
rapher. Rice et al54 reported that their accuracy in T staging
was only 59% in their first 28 patients, and it subsequently
improved to 81% in their next 52 patients. A retrospective

TABLE 2. Subgroup analysis to determine the source of heterog

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

Mucosal invasion

All studies (N � 19) 0.85 (0.82-0.88) 0.87 (0.84-0.90

Japanese studies 0.87 (0.82-0.91) 0.95 (0.92-0.97

Studies outside Japan 0.84 (0.79-0.88) 0.68 (0.59-0.76

AC 0.90 (0.83-0.95) 0.70 (0.55-0.82

SCC 0.69 (0.53-0.82) 0.92 (0.80-0.98

Radial EUS only 0.84 (0.71-0.93) 0.93 (0.85-0.98

High-frequency mini-probe 0.83 (0.79-0.87) 0.84 (0.78-0.89

Japanese studies with high-
frequency mini-probe

0.87 (0.81-0.91) 0.96 (0.90-0.99

Submucosal invasion

All studies (N � 19) 0.86 (0.82-0.89) 0.86 (0.83-0.89

Japanese studies 0.93 (0.89-0.96) 0.89 (0.85-0.92

Studies outside Japan 0.68 (0.59-0.76) 0.84 (0.79-0.88

AC 0.70 (0.55-0.82) 0.90 (0.83-0.95

SCC 0.92 (0.80-0.98) 0.69 (0.53-0.82

Radial EUS only 0.93 (0.85-0.98) 0.84 (0.71-0.93

High-frequency mini-probe 0.84 (0.78-0.89) 0.83 (0.79-0.87

Japanese studies with high-
frequency mini-probe

0.96 (0.90-0.97) 0.87 (0.81-0.92

CI, Confidence interval; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; NLR, negative likelihood
SCC, squamous cell carcinoma.

TABLE 3. Metaregression analysis

Covariate Co

EUS method (radial vs high-frequency mini-probe)

Disease type (SCC vs AC) �

Country (Japan vs studies outside Japan) �

RDOR, Relative diagnostic ratio; CI, confidence interval; SCC, squamous cell car
study by Van Vliet et al55 showed that a low-volume center h

www.giejournal.org V
ad a lower sensitivity (58% vs 75%-90%) and specificity
87% vs 94%-97%) for T1 and T2 stages than several high-
olume centers.

We also considered that other factors such as the fre-
uency of EUS probe use, EUS technology (radial vs linear
r both), the location of a lesion within the esophagus,
ancer type (adenocarcinoma vs SCC),and secondary in-
ormation from other imaging modalities such as magnetic
esonance imaging and CT before EUS might be contrib-
ting to heterogeneity among studies. We found that EUS

ty

PLR (95% CI) NLR (95% CI) DOR (95% CI) AUC

.62 (3.61-12.12) 0.20 (0.14-0.30) 40.65 (18.55-89.05) 0.93

.48 (6.86-16.01) 0.17 (0.09-0.33) 86.97 (37.69-200.68) 0.97

.31 (1.41-3.78) 0.27 (0.18-0.42) 11.74 (5.17-26.69) 0.86

.12 (0.98-9.94) 0.18 (0.09-0.39) 25.39 (3.88-165.95) 0.94

.27 (3.38-20.22) 0.36 (0.15-0.88) 31.78 (8.48-119.06) 0.96

.95 (4.53-21.85) 0.23 (0.12-0.43) 50.18 (14.06-179.06) 0.96

.63 (2.27-13.96) 0.23 (0.12-0.42) 29.57 (8.83-99.05) 0.91

.15 (4.93-25.19) 0.18 (0.06-0.55) 94.39 (19.67-452.92) 0.97

.13 (3.36-7.82) 0.17 (0.09-0.30) 39.63 (18.38-85.42) 0.93

.17 (3.18-11.97) 0.10 (0.07-0.16) 84.76 (38.85-184.94) 0.97

.70 (2.41-5.68) 0.43 (0.26-0.71) 11.75 (5.17-26.69) 0.86

.43 (2.58-11.43) 0.32 (0.10-1.03) 25.39 (3.88-165.95) 0.94

.78 (1.14-6.79) 0.12 (0.05-0.30) 31.79 (8.48-119.06) 0.96

.42 (2.31-8.43) 0.10 (0.05-0.22) 50.18 (14.06-179.06) 0.96

.33 (2.36-7.95) 0.18 (0.07-0.44) 29.57 (8.83-99.04) 0.91

.67 (1.83-17.62) 0.09 (0.04-0.20) 94.39 (19.67-452.92) 0.97

OR, diagnostic odds ratio; AUC, area under the curve; AC, adenocarcinoma;

ent P value RDOR 95% CI

.6568 1.27 0.04-3.91

1 .669 0.81 0.29-2.28

5 .0268 0.14 0.08-0.77

a; AC, adenocarcinoma.
enei

) 6
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ratio; D
effici

0.238

0.21

1.94
ad an overall low sensitivity of 0.69 (95% CI, 0.53-0.82)
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for T1a staging in cases of SCC; however, the AUC was
higher (0.96) because of a relatively high specificity of 0.92
(95% CI, 0.80-0.98). However, only 3 studies focused
solely on SCC, and the total number of patients was only
94 for this analysis. EUS with older echoendoscopes at
frequencies of 7.5 or 12 MHz depicted the esophageal wall
in 5 layers. EUS at higher frequencies (20 or 30 MHz)

Figure 4. Summary receiver operating characteristics (SROC) curve

Figure 5. Funnel plots for bias
depicts the esophageal wall in 9 echo layers, allowing for p

250 GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY Volume 75, No. 2 : 2012
ore precise T staging. With high-frequency probes, the
ucosa is visualized as 4 layers comprising the epithelium

m1 and m2), the lamina propria (m3), and the muscularis
ucosa (m4). By using 15- to 20-MHz high-frequency
robes, Murata et al24 found an overall accuracy of 75% for
staging for early EC.24 However, they reported superior

ccuracy in predicting cancers limited by the lamina pro-

1a and T1b staging. AUC, area under the curve; SE, standard error.

sment of T1a and T1b staging.
ria (84%) and differentiating cancers limited to the mu-
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Thosani et al Role of EUS in superficial esophageal cancer
cosa from those extending into the submucosa (94%).24

Hasegawa et al56 showed 86% and 94% accuracy rates for
T1m and T1sm cancers, respectively, with an overall ac-
curacy rate of 92% for all T lesions by using a 15-MHz
high-frequency probe. In our analysis, we did not find a
significant difference in overall accuracy between older
echoendoscopes and high-frequency mini-probes. How-
ever, these results were affected based on the country. The
subgroup of the studies using radial scanning EUS only
had included 4 studies and all studies were from Japan
only, whereas the subgroup of the studies using high-
frequency EUS included studies from Japan and studies
conducted outside Japan. When we performed a further
subgroup analysis of studies from Japan only, using a
high-frequency mini-probe, we found a higher sensitivity,
specificity, PLR, and DOR and lower NLR compared with
the subgroup of studies in which radial EUS only was used
(Table 2).

A recent meta-analysis by Young et al9 showed that EUS
had a T staging accuracy of only 65% for early adenocar-
cinoma or high-grade dysplasia in the setting of Barrett’s
esophagus. When they analyzed individual patient-level
data (132 patients from 8 studies), the accuracy of EUS was
even lower (56%). They included only 12 studies in their
analysis and excluded studies published in languages
other than English. In 5 of the 12 included studies, the total
number of patients was fewer than 20. Rather than focus-
ing on mucosal versus submucosal invasion, most of the
included studies in their meta-analysis looked at the dif-
ferentiation between high-grade dysplasia, Tis (limited to

Figure 6. Proposed diagnostic algorithm for suspected superficial esoph-
ageal cancer (SEC). LN, lymph node.
superficial or deep mucosa but not invading lamina pro- o

www.giejournal.org V
ria), T1a, and T1b. Compared with that, we included
019 patients from 19 studies including studies published
n languages other than English and also studies focusing
n both cancer types: SCC and adenocarcinoma. In a
ubgroup analysis, we found that overall EUS accurately
taged 143 of 170 lesions (84%) with adenocarcinoma and
5 of 93 lesions (81%) with SCC. We also found a statisti-
ally significant difference between understaging rates for
denocarcinoma (7%) and SCC (15%) while evaluating for
ubmucosal invasion. Chemaly et al42 found a statistically
ignificant difference in the accuracy rate of EUS depend-
ng on the location of lesion in esophagus. When the
esion was located in the proximal and mid–esophagus,
US accurately staged 61 of 70 (87.1%) of SECs com-
ared with 10 of 21 of SECs (47.6%) when located in the
istal esophagus. However, most of the studies did not
eport the location of lesions, and we were not able to
valuate the accuracy of EUS based on the location of
he lesion: the proximal, mid, or distal esophagus or the
astroesophageal junction.

A recent study by Pouw et al8 suggests that EUS has a
imited role in staging SEC, and all patients with suspected
EC should undergo EMR as the first diagnostic, staging,
nd possible therapeutic option. Shami et al57 found that
lmost 20% of patients referred for EMR for suspected SEC
lready had advanced lymph node metastasis and did not
eed EMR and diagnostic EUS before EMR dramatically
hanged the course of management. Most of the primary
tudies included in the meta-analysis did not report
hether patients were excluded because of nodal positiv-

ty on EUS. Also, the role of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
nd chemoradiation is emerging in the treatment of local-
zed resectable EC. A meta-analysis of 10 trials with 1209
atients undergoing neoadjuvant chemoradiation with
urgery or surgery alone found that preoperative chemo-
adiation improved 2-year survival rates, and this improve-
ent held for both SCC and adenocarcinoma.58 A recent
hase 3 trial59 comparing the trimodality approach of neo-
djuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery versus sur-
ery alone found that the trimodality approach improved
he median survival time (4.48 years vs 1.79 years) and
-year overall survival rates (39% vs 16%). Because the
herapeutic approach for localized EC is changing, the
trategy of diagnostic EUS first will provide valuable infor-
ation regarding T2 or advanced T stage and nodal me-

astasis as opposed to diagnostic EMR.
In conclusion, our meta-analysis shows that EUS has

verall good sensitivity and specificity in detecting muco-
al or submucosal invasion in SEC. Factors including op-
rator experience and volume, EUS technology, cancer
ype, and location of lesion affect the overall accuracy of
US. In the hands of experienced operators, EUS does
hange the diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm for sus-
ected SEC. Further prospective studies are needed to
xplore the factors affecting the sensitivity and specificity

f EUS in SEC staging and to standardize the EUS process
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to improve overall accuracy. Our group believes that EUS
plays a critical role in detecting T2 lesions that are not
amenable to EMR or ESD. Also, at the same time, EUS can
diagnose locoregional metastasis including lymph node
involvement. In fact, at our institution, treatment of these
lesions is individualized and includes either definitive
chemoradiation or trimodality therapy including surgical
resection. Thus, at present, for suspected early stage EC,
we recommend examination with EUS first to rule out
infiltration of the muscularis propria (T2) and regional
lymph node metastasis (stage II and beyond), followed by
EMR with histological examination of the resection spec-
imen as the diagnostic algorithm for evaluation of SEC
(Fig. 6).
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